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Abstract

The metal pad instability (MPI) imposes a minimum elec-
trolyte layer thickness for stable operation of aluminium
(Al) electrolysis cells, which limits cells’ energy effi-
ciency. The MPI is a magnetohydrodynamic process that
depends on a coupled resonance between hydrodynamic
gravity wave modes, driven by the cell’s electrolytic cur-
rent, appearing as a circulating traveling wave that grows
exponentially. Adding an oscillating current component,
whose frequency is close to a low-frequency gravity mode
instead excites standing waves that can prevent the MPI.
Here, we show that a minimum oscillation amplitude is
required for preventing the MPI, but excessive amplitude
causes a wave that shorts the cell. Proper oscillation fre-
quency choice also impacts the stabilization effect.We also
discuss the impact of exciting standing waves on the cur-
rent efficiency of the cell. Applying oscillating currents
could significantly increase the energy efficiency of Al
cells without the need for expensive reconstruction paving
the way towards more efficient, low carbon Al production.
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Introduction

Humankind produced 63.7 million metric tons of aluminium
(Al) in 2019 [1], nearly all via the Hall-Héroult process in
which electrical current liberates molten Al from dissolved
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alumina (Al2O3) in electrolysis cells. That year,Al production
required 848 TWh of electricity [1], 3% of the worldwide
total [2], and caused 1% [3] of the 51 Gton/year of CO2-
equivalent (CO2e) emissions produced by humankind [4]. Of
those emissions, 62% originates indirectly from producing
the electricity needed for electrolysis, most of which comes
fromcoal and gas combustion [5]. Thus, improving the energy
efficiency of Al production is crucial for decarbonizing the
industry.

Electrolysis cells consist of two carbon electrodes, one at
the anode and one at the cathode, with two shallow and broad
fluid layers resting in between them: molten Al beneath a
floating layer of cryolite electrolyte (bath). Ideally, all the
electrical energy in an electrolysis cell should be reducing
Al, however, about 40% [6] is lost as heat generated by the
electrical resistance of the cell, which is concentrated at the
bath since it is ∼1000 times less electrically conductive than
the carbon electrodes and∼10000 times less than the Al. This
loss can be decreased by reducing the thickness of the bath,
usually quantified by the anode-cathode distance (ACD).

However, squeezing the ACD below a certain critical
threshold triggers amagnetohydrodynamic instability [7–13],
known as the metal pad instability (MPI) [14]. The mecha-
nism behind the MPI can be understood by first consider-
ing naturally occurring perturbations on the Al-bath interface
as a superposition (sum) of many decoupled hydrodynamic
gravity wave modes. In fact, the height of the Al-bath inter-
face varies spatially and can be written in terms of the wave
modes as
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where Gm,n is an interface mode, αm,n is its amplitude,
(m, n) are non-negative integers, x increases along the long
axis of the rectangular cell, y increases along its short axis,
and (x, y) = (0, 0) at the center of the cell. Each G(m,n) has
the form of a standing wave whose temporal frequency nearly
matches the correspondinghydrodynamicgravitywavemode,
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Fig.1 Critical ACD. a The vertical component of the ambient magnetic field, at the Al-bath interface, from our simulations, seen from above. The
field varies spatially and is caused primarily by currents in the cell and nearby busbars. b The Al-bath interface bulges because of electromagnetic
forces due to the field and the current. The vertical axis is exaggerated to show detail. c The RMS displacement of the interface oscillates stably at
4.3 cm ACD

whose frequency fm,n [15] is independent of current and (in
the limit of shallow cells) is given by
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Here ρAl , ρe, hAl , and he are the densities and thicknesses of
the Al and bath, respectively, and g is the magnitude of the
gravitational acceleration. The electromagnetic forces cou-
ple certain modes with similar frequencies which amplify the
perturbations [10, 16]. If strong enough, this coupling cre-
ates a circulating travelling wave that can grow exponentially
in time until the Al shorts to the anode or the cell sloshes
out of control [17]. In other words, when two wave modes
have nearly identical frequencies and cause interface surface
motion at right angles (e.g., one withm = 0 and another with
n = 0), their resonant coupling via the electromagnetic force
can give rise to the MPI [13].

Many methods for MPI suppression have been attempted
in the past, including inserting baffles in the Al layer [6, 18] or
tilting the anode in synchrony with interface motion [6], with
limited success. In practice, the MPI is mitigated by build-
ing cells with greater length Lx than width Ly which would
increase the separation between modes as shown by Eq. 2, by
carefully designing the busbar network configuration to have a
“better” vertical magnetic field (Bz) [19–21], and by keeping
the ACD thick at the expense of reduced energy efficiency
and increased carbon emissions. Recently, we showed [17]
that adding an oscillating (AC) current component, with a
particular frequency and amplitude, to the steady electroly-
sis current prevented the MPI in high fidelity simulations of
a TRIMET 180 kA Al electrolysis cell [22]. The AC cur-
rent excites standing wave modes which frustrate the MPI
traveling wave [17]. Using this novel strategy could enable
producing Al with less energy, lower cost, and lower emis-
sions. The choice of AC current and frequency is of particular
importance not only for the stabilization to be effective but
also for this stabilization method to be commercially viable.

Stabilizing Electrolysis Cells

SimulatingMPI

To study the stability of a typical Al electrolysis cell under
the influence of an oscillating AC current, we used the sim-
ulation package MHD-Valdis, a tool used in the industry to
design stable Al cells. MHD-Valdis has been described in
detail [23]. It dynamically couples the transient turbulent
motion of each fluid layer and the Al-bath interface shape
to the transient magnetic field and electric currents in the
cell [23]. The model includes essential commercial cell fea-
tures such as the electrolyte channels [24], electric current dis-
tribution in the busbars, and the magnetic field generated by
the ferromagnetic cell elements [23]. MHD-Valdis has been
validated against a benchmark model [25], against measure-
ments from the TRIMET 180 kA commercial potline [26],
and against other commercial cells [27, 28]. A model of the
same TRIMET 180 kA cell [22] is used in our study with Al-
bath interface shape initialized with the G1,0 gravity mode as
a perturbation with an amplitude of α1,0 = 5 mm, similar to
previous work [26]. We use a 0.25 s time step and a numerical
grid having Nx × Ny = 87× 31 elements, so the grid size is
11.90×9.21 cm. Simulation is halted if the interface touches
the anode, or after a set time has elapsed.

We first ran a series of simulationswith steady 180-kA cur-
rents and varyingACD to find its critical value for stability. At
the critical ACD, the motion of a point on the interface has an
amplitude that neither growsnor decays in time.Wequantified
the Al-bath interface displacement by the root-mean-square
(RMS) displacement of the interface from its mean as
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Fig. 2 The metal pad instability (MPI) in a simulated Al electrolysis cell. a Displacement of the Al-electrolyte interface grows exponentially, as
shown by the fitted curve. b The spectral power of the displacement of one point on the interface is dominated by a narrow frequency band, close
to the gravitational wave modes G2,0, G0,1, and G1,1, expected in the MPI. c G2,0, G0,1, and G1,1 have greater root-mean-square amplitude than
any other modes. d G2,0, G0,1, G1,1, and G0,2 oscillate with a common frequency and grow over time. e G2,0 and G0,1 are separated in phase by
∼ 90◦, characteristic of a traveling wave as in the MPI. f–i Interface displacements at four times spanning one MPI cycle (red dots in (e)) show a
circulating traveling wave. j–m Interface displacements at the same times as in (f–i), estimated using only G2,0 and G0,1 and viewed from above.
The primary directions of the vertical magnetic field Bz , horizontal current j , and resulting electromagnetic forces f are sketched; their timing and
arrangement are right for amplifying the circulating wave [17] (Color figure online)

where zi, j is the surface height of element (i, j), and zi, j is its
time-averaged height. The electromagnetic forces due to the
current and Bz (Fig. 1a) cause the interface to bulge (Fig. 1b)
as expected.We found the critical ACD to be at 4.3 cm, where
the RMS interface displacement stably oscillates (Fig. 1c).

When the ACD is decreased by 7% to 4 cm, the MPI man-
ifests, with zRMS growing exponentially at a rate of 0.0022
s−1 (Fig. 2a). Oscillation was also evident, so we calculated
the power spectrum of the displacement at a point, finding
its power to be highly concentrated near 0.0263 Hz (Fig. 2b),
close to f2,0, f0,1, and f1,1, the frequencies of the modes
whose coupling is expected to produce theMPI [13]. To verify
the role of those three modes, we performed a least-squares
projection of the simulated interface shape onto a basis set
of gravity modes Gm,n , then calculated the RMS amplitude
〈αm,n〉

1
2 of each mode, through the duration of the simula-

tion (Fig. 2c). As expected, G2,0, G0,1, and G1,1 are far
stronger than all other modes. Their amplitudes αm,n grow

exponentially over time and oscillate with frequencies near
0.0263 Hz (Fig. 2d, e). Visualizing the interface shape at four
times spaced evenly through a 0.0263-Hz oscillation cycle
reveals canonical MPI dynamics: a traveling wave that circu-
lates counter-clockwise when viewed from above (Fig. 2f–i),
consistent with the fact that G2,0 and G0,1 vary with ∼90◦

phase difference. The coupling between the three dominant
modes, G2,0, G0,1, and G1,1, relies on the different compo-
nents of Bz and is explained in detail in [17]. Here, we only
show the coupling between G2,0 and G0,1 which happens
through the linear variation in the x direction of Bz (Fig. 2j–
m). Current flows preferentially where the bath is thinner
(interface crests), then spreads horizontally after entering the
Al layer. Interacting with an ambient vertical magnetic field
Bz that points upward at one end of the cell and downward at
the other, horizontal current density j produces electromag-
netic forces f = j × Bz that drive Al first along the x axis,
then along the y axis, forming a closed cycle that amplifies
the circulating traveling wave [8, 10, 13].
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Adding AC Current

In another simulation, we found that the TRIMET 180 kA cell
at 4 cm ACD can be successfully stabilized by adding an AC
current of half-amplitude 19.8 kA (11% of the steady current)
and frequency 0.045Hz to the cell that seems to excite a stand-
ing wave that frustrates the MPI [17]. Though the RMS inter-
face displacement oscillated, it did not grow exponentially
(Fig. 3a). The spectral power of the interface displacement at
a point showed strong peaks at two frequencies, one near f2,0,
f0,1, and f1,1, as seen in the presence of the MPI, and another
near the 0.045 Hz AC current frequency (Fig. 3b). The AC
current frequency of 0.045 Hz nearly matches the frequencies
f0,2 and f4,0 of modes G0,2 and G4,0. Indeed, decomposing
the interface shape into wave modes shows that G0,2 and
G4,0 are strongest (Fig. 3c). The temporal variations of their
amplitudes αm,n are nearly sinusoidal (Fig. 3d–e). Visualiz-
ing the interface shape at four times spaced evenly through
a 0.045 Hz oscillation cycle reveals not a traveling wave, as
would occur with the MPI, but a standing wave (Fig. 3f–i),
consistentwith the fact thatG0,2 andG4,0 vary synchronously
and with almost no phase difference (Fig. 3e). The electro-
magnetic forces resulting from these standing waves seem to
be stopping the MPI (Fig. 3j–m).

Having successfully suppressed theMPI and stabilized the
Al cell with an oscillating AC current, at a specific amplitude
and frequency, wewondered how changing the amplitude and
the frequency would impact the cell. To investigate, we ran a
series of simulations at 4 cm ACD, each with an AC current
at a unique amplitude and frequency.

Results

AC Current Amplitude and Frequency

Using a lower AC current amplitude would probably be better
to implement practically needing simpler electronics and is
cheaper. So, we ran the same simulation, but with the AC
amplitude decreased to 3.6 kA, 2% of the steady current, to
check whether the cell would remain stable. Results shown
in Fig. 4a indicate that the cell is unstable, with the RMS
displacement growing exponentially. The spectral power of a
point on the interface no longer shows the driving frequency of
0.045 Hz, but only the MPI frequency of 0.0263 Hz (Fig. 4b).
However, the displacement growth rate 0.0021 s−1 is lower
than in the case without AC current. This suggests that the
AC current still has a stabilizing effect but not strong enough
to stop the MPI. Thus, the minimum AC amplitude at which
the cell is stable would be optimal.

Since oscillations drive standing waves, large oscillations
might drive standing waves whose amplitude causes the Al
layer to contact the anode, shorting the cell. To test that

hypothesis, we ran a simulation with 20%AC amplitude. The
cell shorted within 110 s, as shown (Fig. 5a, b).

Results in [17] show that the AC current frequency should
be close to that of a hydrodynamic gravity mode. Since many
wave modes are possible, we ran a simulation at 4 cm ACD
but with the AC current having 11% amplitude and a very
high frequency of 0.5 Hz, an order of magnitude higher than
0.045 Hz and nearly equal to high-order frequencies f44,0
and f0,20. The interface displacement grew exponentially in
time (Fig. 6a) but at a lower rate than the case without AC
current. The drive frequency of 0.5 Hz does not appear in
the power spectrum of a point on the interface (Fig. 6b). We
believe that the high-frequency oscillations were damped out
by dissipative effects, such as the friction between the fluid
layers and electrodes, and the turbulent viscosity [8, 10].

We ran another simulation with driving frequency
0.069 Hz, near the low-order frequency f6,0. The cell
was again stabilized, with the interface displacement only
oscillating in time, not growing exponentially (Fig. 7a).
The spectral power of a point on the interface shows two
frequency peaks, one at the MPI frequency and the other near
the driving frequency (Fig. 7b). Decomposing the interface
displacement into the wave modes shows that G0,2 is the
most dominant followed by G6,0 (Fig. 7c). The temporal
variations of their amplitudes αm,n are nearly sinusoidal
(Fig. 7d–e). Visualizing the interface shape at four times
spaced evenly through a 0.069 Hz oscillation cycle reveals
a standing wave (Fig. 7f–i). G0,2 and G6,0 do vary with a
phase difference unlike (Fig. 3e). The interface displacement
is reconstructed using only the G0,2 and G6,0 (Fig. 7j–m).
For a given AC current amplitude, it seems that cells can be
more easily stabilized by exciting low-frequency modes than
high-frequency modes.

ExcitingWaves and Current Efficiency

Beyond energy efficiency, another key operational parameter
for Al cells is current efficiency. The theoretical production
rate in an Al cell can be found using Faraday’s law for elec-
trolysis:

p0 =
M
zF

I, (4)

where p0 is the production rate in (g/s), M is the molecu-
lar mass in (g), z is the number of electrons involved in the
reaction, F is the Faraday constant, and I is the electrolysis
current. The theoretical production rate is proportional to the
electrolysis current, and ideally, all the current should liber-
ate Al atoms from solution. However, in reality “losses" occur
where the current is instead, for example, driving back reac-
tions or travelling short-circuit paths between the electrodes.
These losses are typically quantified by the current efficiency
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Fig.3 Anoscillating current component prevents theMPI. a, TheAl-electrolyte interface oscillates stably.b, The spectral power of the displacement
of one point on the interface is dominated by one frequency band close to the expected MPI frequency, and another close to the drive frequency. c,
G2,0, G1,0, G0,2, and G4,0 have greater RMS amplitude than any other modes. d–e, Their amplitudes αm,n oscillate, and G0,2 and G4,0 are almost
aligned in phase, characteristic of a standing wave. f–i, Interface displacements at four times spanning one drive cycle (red dots in (e)) show a
standing wave. j–m, Interface displacements at the same times as in (f–i), estimated using only G0,2 and G4,0 and viewed from above. The resulting
electromagnetic forces f (sketched) often favour clockwise circulation, opposing and frustrating the MPI [17] (Color figure online)
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Fig. 4 A 2% AC current amplitude is not strong enough to stabilize the cell. a The Al-electrolyte interface grows exponentially. b The spectral
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Fig. 5 A 20% AC current amplitude shorts the cell. a The Al-electrolyte interface grows exponentially until it reaches the anode and shorts the
cell. b Al-bath interface at time 110 s, just before the cell shorted
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Fig.6 High-frequency AC current has minimal effect. aWhen an 0.5 Hz oscillation is applied with 11% amplitude at 4 cm ACD, the Al-electrolyte
interface grows exponentially, and the MPI is present. b The spectral power of the displacement of one point on the interface is dominated by one
frequency band close to the expected MPI frequency. The driving frequency is absent

CE = p
p0

∗ 100%, (5)

where p is the measured production rate in (g/s). The biggest
loss in CE comes from the back reaction occurring between
the dissolved Al metal and carbon dioxide (CO2) bubbles:

2Al+ 3CO2 = Al2O3 + 3CO. (6)

This reaction is estimated to cause a ≈ 3–5% loss in CE [29].
A model of the reaction rate [29, 30] predicts the current
efficiency to be

CE = 100% − kAlA(c0Al − cAl), (7)

where kAl is the mass transfer coefficient between Al and
bath, A is the surface area of the Al-bath interface, c0Al is the
thermodynamic saturation solubility of Al in the bath, and cAl
is the amount of Al actually dissolved.

Because CE is inversely proportional to the surface area
of the Al-bath interface as shown by Eq. 7, we wondered if
driving standing waves, which increase surface area, might
decrease CE. If z = S(x, y, t) represents the interface, then
its surface area can be calculated by

A(t) =
∫ Lx/2

− Lx/2

∫ Ly/2

− Ly/2

√
S2x + S2y + 1 dy dx, (8)

where Sx and Sy are the partial derivatives of S(x, y, t) in the x
and y directions, respectively. We numerically calculated the
surface area of the interface given by Eq. 8 at every instant in
time using MATLAB for different cell operating conditions.
When the cell is stable with a steady 180 kA current at 4.3 cm
ACD, the surface area of the interface oscillates in time about
a mean value of 28.273 m2 with an amplitude of 2 cm2, a
mere 0.0007% of the mean value (Fig. 8a). When the ACD
is reduced by 7% to 4 cm and the cell is unstable with the
MPI present, the surface area oscillates and grows in time
(Fig. 8b) reaching a maximum value of 28.278 m2 before the
cell shorts. When we supplement the steady current, at 4 cm
ACD, with an oscillating component of 19.8 kA amplitude
and 0.045 Hz frequency to stabilize the cell, the surface area

does not grow and only oscillates in time about a mean value
of 28.2735 m2 with an amplitude of ∼45 cm2 (Fig. 8c). Both
the mean area and the area oscillation are larger than at stable
operation with a steady current, however, the change is not
large enough to create a significant effect on CE.

CE is also inversely proportional to the mass transfer coef-
ficient as shown in Eq. 7. Previous work in [31, 32] shows
that decreasing the ACD will increase the mass transfer coef-
ficient, thus decreasing CE. Reducing the ACD by 0.3 cm,
from 4.3 cm to 4 cm, would perhaps decrease CE by a few
percent [32]. Furthermore, by exciting standing waves to sta-
bilize the Al cell, not only are the cells operating at a lower
ACD but also with a higher wave amplitude. This combi-
nation is unfavorable for CE given the mechanism outlined
in [32]. The gas bubbles travelling along the anode have thick
fronts, and the high metal waves will collide with these bub-
bles inducing the back reaction and decreasing CE. Given
a distribution for the gas bubbles and the waves on the Al-
bath interface, having a lower ACD and higher waves would
increase the overlapping area between the two distributions
further decreasing CE.

Discussion

We simulated the Al-bath interface evolution for a TRIMET
180 kA Al reduction cells, used by TRIMET Aluminum, SE,
in Germany. These cells normally operate at 4.5 cm ACD
and have been simulated in previous studies that validated the
model with real-world measurements [22, 26, 33]. The MPI
imposes a critical ACD on Al cells, reducing their energy
efficiency. Applying AC currents can prevent the MPI by
exciting standing waves, and thus allows for squeezing the
ACD below its critical threshold. The choice of the AC cur-
rent frequency and amplitude will influence the effectiveness
and commercial viability of using this method. Lower ampli-
tudes are desirable but can make the stabilization effect too
weak to stop the MPI, whereas high amplitudes can drive
standing waves large enough to short the cell. This suggests
that for a given frequency and ACD, the lowest amplitude
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Fig.7 An oscillating current component with frequency 0.069 Hz prevents the MPI. a The Al-electrolyte interface oscillates stably. b The spectral
power of the displacement of one point on the interface is dominated by one frequency band close to the expected in the MPI frequency, and another
close to the drive frequency. c G2,0,G0,1,G0,2, andG6,0 have greater root-mean-square amplitude than any other modes. d–e Their amplitudes αm,n
oscillate. f–i Interface displacements at four times spanning one drive cycle (red dots in (e)) show a standing wave. j–m Interface displacements at
the same times as in (f–i), estimated using only G0,2 and G6,0 and viewed from above [17] (Color figure online)

that can stabilize the cell would be the best to use. To excite
a standing wave, the drive frequency needs to be close to
that of a hydrodynamic gravity mode. We showed that using
an AC frequency near a high-frequency mode has almost no
effect, likely because of the damping in the cell. Driving low-
frequency modes seems to be very effective, and perhaps the
lowest frequency mode has the strongest stabilization effect.
For different cell designs, the frequencies of hydrodynamic
gravitymodeswill be different, depending on cell dimensions,
aspect ratio, and bath density. Identifying the best operating
frequency can allow for more ACD reduction, or perhaps sta-
ble operation at a lower AC amplitude.

Using an AC current to stabilize Al cells excites stand-
ing waves on the Al-bath interface, allowing cell operation at
lower ACD (4 cm vs. 4.3 cm). We showed that the excited
waves have a higher amplitude than those at 4.3 cm ACD but
the increase in surface area has little effect on CE. However,
what is more important is decreasing the ACD while having
an increased wave amplitude. This combination negatively
impacts the cell’s CE [32]. Additionally, the mass transfer
coefficient kAl in Eq. 7 depends on the material properties of
the bath, the relative velocity between the Al and the bath,
and the width of the reaction zone [29]. We expect that excit-

ing standing waves at the interface would impact both the
relative velocity and the reaction zone width. Incorporating
such effects would improve our understanding of the impact
exciting standing waves has on the cell’s CE.

There are other limitations to our study. We have held con-
stant both the thickness of the Al layer and the thickness of the
ledge of frozen electrolyte at the cellwall, but their values vary
and almost certainly affect cell stability and mode frequen-
cies. Simulations with shorter time steps might allow resolv-
ing wave variation with greater detail (though the time scale
for instability growth is much longer than the time step we
have used). The simulationswe conducted describe onlymag-
netohydrodynamic aspects of the cell, not thermal aspects;
coupling the interface displacement results with a simulation
of the cell’s energy balance [34] would give a more complete
picture.

In future work, we hope to further investigate the
amplitude-frequency phase space for a cell at a given ACD
with more simulations, which could hint at the functional
relationships among amplitude, frequency, and interface
growth rate. Identifying these relationships would make
the process of choosing the appropriate amplitude and
frequency for the AC current more efficient. AC currents
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Fig.8 Interface area in stable, unstable, and stabilized cells. aAl-electrolyte interface surface area as a function of time for a stable Al cell operating
with a steady 180 kA current at 4.3 cm ACD. The surface area oscillates in time and decreases very slowly. b Interface surface area for a cell
operating with a 180 kA current at 4 cm ACD. The surface area is growing in time, which is consistent with this cell being unstable. c Interface
surface area for a cell operating with 180 kA steady current and an AC current with amplitude 19.8 kA and 0.045 Hz at 4 cm ACD. The surface
area oscillates in time and does not grow but it is larger than that of panel a. This is consistent with cell being stable and the increase in surface area
is due to the excited standing waves by the AC current

and standing waves could impact not only CE but also
other operational parameters beyond CE, including the cell’s
thermodynamic equilibrium and heat balance. Future work
might explore that impact. Future work might consider the
effect of applying multiple oscillation frequencies, either
simultaneously or sequentially. An economic analysis would
be useful: producing the large oscillating currents that we
have simulated will require power electronics of substantial
cost, but we expect that in nearly all cases, achieving the
same efficiency increase by busbar reconfiguration or pot
redesign would cost far more. Finally, it is essential to test
our strategy in an industrial-scale Al cell, which we hope to
do soon.
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